NOTES

The Copyright of the design remains with Architects and may not be reproduced in any form without their prior written consent.

Written dimensions must be used in preference to scaled.

Care must be taken when checking all dimensions on site.

Discrepancies are to be reported to the Architects before proceeding.

SPECIAL WARNING

Relating to disks or electronic data containing computer files of drawings prepared by ASD Architecture Ltd.

Drawings issued by ASD Architecture Ltd on paper, disk or email are controlled to ensure that the changes can be recorded and tracked.

ASD Architecture Ltd are not responsible for unauthorised changes made to their drawings or the consequences thereof.

It is not possible to password protect or securely lock computer generated drawings, and there are consequential risks. Recipients of electronic copies of the drawing must not make amendments without the written consent of ASD Architecture Ltd.

NOTE:

All materials are indicative only. Please refer to the material schedule for exact detail.
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